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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Play stand by me at beginning. 3 minutes to settle in.�



Who Are Your Facilitators?

Chris McCrory, Mohawk College

• Professor, 2008
• School of Engineering
• Department of Bio, Environmental 

and Chemical Engineering
• Applied Research
• Director of Product Development in 

a former life

Sandra Neubauer, Fanshawe College

• Professor, 1997
• School of Human Services
• School of Information Technology
• Taught in variety of Human Service 

& Information Technology programs
• Previously Coordinator, Law Clerk



Click here to watch "Animal School" 
video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8limRtHZPs

Click here to watch "Sometimes You're 
a Caterpillar" video

https://youtu.be/hRiWgx4sHGg?list=PLrMqXQ2J_13tBCDSP0NwUfzy-
9RtM0HAU

Video: Animal School

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8limRtHZPs
https://youtu.be/hRiWgx4sHGg?list=PLrMqXQ2J_13tBCDSP0NwUfzy-9RtM0HAU


Introduce Yourself

INSTRUCTIONS
1.Introduce yourself to those at your table:

a) Your name?
b) What college?
c) What program(s)?
d) What drew you to this session?

Image sources: https://twitter.com/holla__at__me
http://crescitareiki.blogspot.ca/2013/10/namaste-namaste-namaskar-il-significato.html
http://blogs.transparent.com/chinese/hello-in-chinese



Cultural competence as described by Terry Cross 
(1988):

Review cultural 
competence 

handout

Pre-assessment
Cultural Competence?

“a set of congruent behaviours, attitudes & 
policies that come together in a system, 

agency, and among professionals to work 
effectively in cross-cultural situations”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Association of Colleges & Research LibrariesWEBSITE RESOURCE: http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/diversityCultural awareness indicates beliefs, attitudes and tolerance.�HOW TO BECOME MORE CULTURALLY COMPETENT Become more aware of our own cultural self and attitudes towards other culturesAcquire knowledge of client’s culture and create a cultural context for the presenting problem Develop skills that will be beneficial to culturally different students & situations �https://www.google.ca/search?q=cultural+competence+continuum+explanation&rlz=1C1CHMO_en-gbCA485CA485&espv=2&biw=1600&bih=799&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=AeEWVbmnArCIsQTo1YGwDg&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ#imgdii=_&imgrc=vgjJwIXd87wAqM%253A%3BSNbGmU3vPED-4M%3Bhttps%253A%252F%252Fatheonomy.files.wordpress.com%252F2013%252F03%252Fcultural-competnence-continuum.png%3Bhttps%253A%252F%252Fatheonomy.wordpress.com%252Ftag%252Fatheist%252F%3B765%3B731



Reflection: Where are you on this continuum?
Cultural Competence?



At the end of this session, you should 
be able to:
1. Discuss the challenges and opportunities that arise 

due to the wide variety of learners in our 
classrooms.

2. Incorporate methods and strategies that 
accommodate diverse learners.

3. Incorporate methods and strategies that develop 
community in a diverse classroom.

Learning Outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My HOPEI’ve planned this session with the intention of sharingInformation & personal perspectives/experiencesResearch intended to help you work effectivelyDiscuss & Explore the definition of Inclusive Education. (knowledge)Examine your own personal beliefs/assumptions about cross-cultural communication in teaching. (analysis)Describe the Cultural Competence Continuum. (knowledge)Acquire practice skills for enhancing communication with all students, including students with limited English proficiency.Recognize the need for cultural competence within Inclusive Education. (analysis)Quick Facts on Inclusivity Student Profiles & Canadian Perspectives on Diversity in EducationSelf Assessment – Cultural CompetenceElements of UDL & Effecting Teaching Strategies to meet the needs of diverse student profiles 



Education that is based on 
the principles of acceptance 
and inclusion of all students. 
Students see themselves 
reflected in their curriculum, 
their physical surroundings, 
and the broader 
environment, in which 
diversity is honoured and all 
individuals are respected.
Source: Equity and Inclusive Education in Ontario Schools (2009, p.6)

Inclusive Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to start of with some simple terminology – don’t worry you really won’t be tested on any of this – however, you may want to be familiar with the terms for discussion purposes, personal reflection later, and perhaps you may also find them helpful in your professional planning meetingsDiversity – multiple differences within on setting, group, or organizationEquity and Inclusive Education in Ontario SchoolsGUIDELINES FOR POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATIONWebsite Document: http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/equity.pdf



…“the use of the word ‘inclusion’ has generally referred to 
the inclusion of students with special needs in our classrooms. 
When we expand the term ‘inclusion’ to mean including a 
broader range of students that may be at a disadvantage 
socially or academically because of their socioeconomic, 
cultural, religious or political backgrounds, we begin to more 
effectively work towards creating a truly inclusive classroom 
community.”

Source: Jennifer Katz, http://www.udlresource.ca/?p=2677

Inclusive Education

Unpacking 
Diversity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unpack the Challenges /  Opportunities /  Successes /  Resources Images: http://pixabay.com/p-159590/?no_redirect�

http://www.udlresource.ca/?p=2677


“As campuses continue to 
become more diverse, 

faculty members need to 
be attentive to prejudice, 

bias, and discriminatory 
behavior—their own and 

that of their students ”
~Barbara Gross Davis

Source: Tools for Teaching, Barbara Gross Davis, 57
Image: https://www.amazon.com/Tools-Teaching-Barbara-Gross-Davis/dp/0787965677

Inclusive Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our government is committed both to raising the bar for student achievement and to reducing achievement gaps. Recent immigrants, childrenfrom low-income families, Aboriginal students, boys, and students with special education needs are just some of the groups that may be at riskof lower achievement. To improve outcomes for students at risk, all partners must work to identify and remove barriers and must activelyseek to create the conditions needed for student success. In an increasingly diverse Ontario, that means ensuring that all of our students are engaged,included, and respected, and that they see themselves reflected in their learning environment.P.5 from http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/equity.pdfOntario’s increasingly diverse college classroomsIntercultural communication skills have become essential yet few of us have any training at all.How can we approach challenging intercultural moments with a solid approach and practical steps?How can we best introduce newcomers to our teaching environment?



30 Minutes Total
Time  Line:
10 minutes to work through
5-10 minutes for presentation & discuss

Directions:
• Locate & Open Folders, review instructions. 
• Establish a group recorder & presenter
• Provide specific examples of how you might 

manage this situation in the future and present 
ideas

Case Study Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After a period of group discussion one designee will report out to the larger group on your results and conclusions. Larger group discussions will follow these presentations.�



"International education is becoming an 
increasingly competitive sector within the field 

of postsecondary education. 
Tomorrow’s leaders will be expected to speak 
multiple languages, work in foreign countries, 

and bridge cultural differences to achieve 
social, economic and political objectives" 

Source: Canadian e-Magazine of International Education

International Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governments around the world are responding to this trend by intensifying the internationalization of their higher education systems” both attracting a greater number of international students and ensuring their citizens are able to pursue studies beyond national boundaries. In our globalized world, the demand for international education and experience continues to grow rapidly.Information obtained from Canadian e-Magazine of International Educationhttp://emagined.apps01.yorku.ca/internationalization-policy-and-strategy/the-development-of-ontarios-internationalization-strategy/



1. Diversity & Inclusion in the 
Classroom

2. Students with Disabilities
3. Re-entry & Transfer 

Students
4. Teaching Academically 

Diverse Students
5. Students with Mental 

Health Challenges
Source: Gross, B. (2009). Tools for Teaching, second edition. San Francisco, CA. Jossey-Bass.  John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

A Changing Student Body

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disclosure: with the exceptions of my personal experiences - A lot of what I’m sharing is NOT new nor is it mine.  The framework for this session was built upon work compiled by Kathryn Brillinger – Teaching & Learning Consultant from Conestoga College – who has taught internationally, and has completed work on her disertation for her graduate & doctoral work on teaching & learning.I have also scavenged the internet for resources, publications, and links relating to topic Inclusivity in the Classroom & Universal Design Learning PrinciplesTwo other great resources I would recommend reading are “Teaching at it’s best” a research-based resource for college instructors 3rd Ed authored by Linda B Nilsonand “Tools for Teaching” 2nd Ed authored by Barbara Gross DavisUp front here for you to look at



Cultural
Jeopardy!!!!!

Are you ready for…



Time  Lines:  
10 minutes to work through 
5-10 minutes for presentation & discuss

Directions:
Locate & Open Folders, review instructions and Complete Chart. 
Establish a group recorder & presenter
1. Identify the item name or practice
2. Identify culture item belongs to/or practice/and significance
3. How could you be more inclusive in your teaching methods? 

Cultural Jeopardy Activity
30 Minutes Total



Language: Ontarians reported more than ??#??  
languages, as “mother tongue”. 

Families: Between 2001 and 2006, the number of 
lone-parent families increased by 11.2% & same-sex 
couples increased by _____ % ??

Right now over ________ international students 
from around the world are studying in Ontario.

Sources: 2006 Census of Canada; Statistics Canada, March 2005, p. 63 Source: MTCU 2013

The Changing Face of Ontario

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick FactsOntario’s increasingly diverse college classroomsIntercultural communication skills have become essential yet few of us have any training at all.How can we approach challenging intercultural moments with a solid approach and practical steps?How can we best introduce newcomers to our teaching environment?



Speak up if a student makes a distasteful 
remark– even jokingly. 
Defuse heated remarks.
Do NOT treat students as spokespersons for 

their demographic group.
Meet with students informally.
Direct students to relevant campus 

resources. Source: Gross Davis, p. 65-67

Dealing With Discrimination
Horizontal Violence in the Classroom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
University of Arkansas for Medical SciencesWebsite Resource: http://www.uams.edu/diversity/culture.asp



Helpful Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 **Students may not know how to use sources or attribute sourcing – DON’T assume they now – tell them, and provide resources/examples, of be approachable if they are experiencing paralysis/procrastination by fear�Provide them with a RUBRIC – Template or Bull’s Eye target – so everyone is informed and knows what the end product should look like.  Provide them with an Example of a previous year’s work.  Take a moment to highlight some common mistakes or things you would be concerned about.  (Ethics & Professionalism RUBRIC to be shared)�CHECK lists to confirm – all essential elements of the assignments are included.���Tips for Fostering Community & Become Culturally Competent & Sensitive�(1) Plan the course with the multicultural classroom in mind by considering syllabi, course assignments, examples, stories, and potential classroom dynamics.(2) Find ways to make the actual classroom open and safe for all students, and to make the material accessible to all students.(3) Learn how to intervene tactfully and effectively in racially charged classroom situations and to manage hot moments or hot topics.(4) Assess conscious and unconscious biases about people of cultures other than your own.GUIDING SUGGESTIONS:1. Educate yourself -- become as sensitive as you can to racial, ethnic, and cultural groups other than your own.At the same time:2. Never make assumptions about an individual based on the racial, ethnic, or cultural groups to which he or she appears to belong. Treat each student first and foremost as an individual. Get to know each student individually.��Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning Harvard University, President and Fellows of Harvard College. Cambridge, MA (2002-2010). Teaching in Racially Diverse College Classrooms (n.d.). Retrieved from http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/html/icb.topic58474/TFTrace.html 



Commit to the principle & practice of
nondiscrimination and equal 

opportunity in all areas
Commit to sharing values of diversity 

and inclusion in order to maximize 
excellence

Source: Derek Bok Center for Teaching and Learning Harvard University, President and Fellows of Harvard College. Cambridge, MA 
(2002-2010). Teaching in Racially Diverse College Classrooms (n.d.). 

Retrieved from http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/html/icb.topic58474/TFTrace.html

Helpful Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tips for Fostering Community & Become Culturally Competent & Sensitive�(1) Plan the course with the multicultural classroom in mind by considering syllabi, course assignments, examples, stories, and potential classroom dynamics.(2) Find ways to make the actual classroom open and safe for all students, and to make the material accessible to all students.(3) Learn how to intervene tactfully and effectively in racially charged classroom situations and to manage hot moments or hot topics.(4) Assess conscious and unconscious biases about people of cultures other than your own.GUIDING SUGGESTIONS:1. Educate yourself -- become as sensitive as you can to racial, ethnic, and cultural groups other than your own.At the same time:2. Never make assumptions about an individual based on the racial, ethnic, or cultural groups to which he or she appears to belong. Treat each student first and foremost as an individual. Get to know each student individually.

http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/html/icb.topic58474/TFTrace.html


Source: http://web.jhu.edu/dlc/resources/diversity_wheel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://web.jhu.edu/dlc/resources/diversity_wheel/



Article 26
(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at 
least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary 
education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional 
education shall be made generally available and higher education 
shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.

(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the 
human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, 
tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious 
groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the 
maintenance of peace.

Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights

Source: http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights



Post-Assessment

One Thing 
you 

learned ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get them to re-assess their cultural competences after the session. Use polleverywhere to post it again.1. According to the VARK Leaning Styles Inventory, what is your preferred learning style�2. How competent/comfortable are you with discussing various sensitive aspects of diversity within your class room? �NOT AT ALL(1)       BARELY (2)       FAIRLY WELL(3)        VERY WELL (4)�3. If a student casually mentioned or identified themselves as "two-spirited" which cultural background would you suspect they may belong too?��4. If you could learn ONE THING from this session, what would it be?  



Source: https://diverseburst.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/argus-
diversity-poster-n4576_xl.jpg

Find out WHO to contact on your 
campus—who are the point people 

or resources at your college for 
professional concerns related to 

cultural or diversity?

MTCU Links for AODA
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/serve-ability/03.aspx

College Resources?



Faculty Handbook Conestoga College
http://www.conestogac.on.ca/facultystaff/profdevelopment/handbook.pdf

Center for Research on Learning and Teaching
http://www.crlt.umich.edu

Council of Ontario Universities
http://www.collegesontario.org

The American Library Association
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/diversity

Society of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
http://www.stlhe.ca

The Teachers Network – British Council
http://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/series/world-in-your-classroom

Resources & Links
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